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05/16/2011
 
NOTHING TO REPORT
 
==================
 
05/17/2011
 
HUMANITARIANS GIVE GPS RESCUE BEACONS TO COYOTES
VO :23
Immigrant advocates in Arizona are buying and distributing locator beacons with GPS to
guides leading groups of illegal immigrants across the deadly Arizona-Sonora border.
 
TEXAS IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT
VO :19
Hispanic lawmakers in the Texas Senate are bracing for a bitter fight over one of the
session's flashpoint immigration issues: the so-called sanctuary cities bill that one
legislator called a "hate-mongering" and racist measure. The bill would give most police
officers the right to question detained people about their immigration status, and prohibit
cities from adopting policies that ban the practice. None of Texas' major cities claim to be
sanctuary cities, but many police departments discourage their officers from asking about
immigration status. Supporters, including Republican Gov. Rick Perry, say the bill is
needed to stop crime committed by illegal immigrants. Critics say it would lead to racial
profiling and allow police to harass Latinos.
 
OKLAHOMA LEY INMIG. HB-1446
VO :23
A House committee advanced an anti-illegal immigration bill that one legislator opposed
to the measure called political window dressing. House Bill 1446 - the lone anti-illegal
measure to remain alive this session - is toned down from earlier versions, which
included parts of Arizona's anti-illegal immigrant law passed last year. Also gone from the
bill are provisions that bar children of illegal immigrants from receiving tuition assistance
for postsecondary education, allow state agencies to report illegal immigrants who apply



for state or federal aid, require employers to verify the immigration status of potential
employees, outlaw the practice of illegal immigrants seeking work as an independent
contractor and making it a crime to pick up illegal immigrants for the purpose of
employing them.
 
NATIONAL DEBT LIMIT
LOURDES DEL R�O. MIAMI, FLORDA
PKG 2:02
With the federal government hitting its $14.3-trillion debt limit, Treasury officials have
started a complex fiscal juggling act to postpone the date when the government can no
longer pay its bills. But those accounting tricks, such as tapping two federal employees
pension funds for loans, would buy only 11 more weeks for the White House and
lawmakers to increase the debt ceiling. That would force the U.S., for the first time, to
begin defaulting on interest payments owed to holders of government securities and
trigger a sort of slow-motion, partial government shutdown in which Washington would
stop paying employees, contractors and beneficiaries of Social Security and other
programs.
 
=================
 
05/18/2011
 
TEXAS SANCTUARY CITIES
VO: 22
A bipartisan legislative committee of the texas state senate in dry off the bill hoy hb-12
nte recently adopted by the republican majority of the house of representatives state. the
proposal would allow police to question anyone stopped to find their status  citizenship. 
cities also banned considered a sanctuary for illegal immigrants.
 
=================
 
05/19/2011
 
NOTHING TO REPORT
 
=================
 
05/20/2011
 
NOTHING TO REPORT
 
================
 



05/23/2011
 
CALIFORNIA PRISON REDUCTION
NORMA ROQUE. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
PKG 1:44
Local reactions from ACLU and Victims of crimes Supreme Court orders California to
release tens of  thousands of prison inmates. The 5-4 decision represents one of the
largest prison release orders in U.S. history. The court majority says overcrowding has
caused 'suffering and death.' In a sharp dissent, Justice Antonin Scalia warns 'terrible
things  are sure to happen.'
 
================
 
05/24/2011
 
SC LEGISLATURE PREPARES ARIZ.-STYLE IMMIGRATION LAW
JUAN JOSE RODAS / PHOENIX, ARIZONA
PKG 1:45
South Carolina's Republican-controlled Legislature is expected to send Gov. Nikki Haley
an Arizona-style anti-illegal immigration bill in the coming weeks. That has local law
officials getting ready for enforcing immigration laws. Roan Garcia-Quintana has been
advocating for the state to do more to protect citizens from illegal immigrants who commit
violent crimes. A provision of a proposed immigration law would allow local or state
officers to check a person's immigration status during a traffic stop or arrest if the officer
suspects that the person is in the country illegally. The bill also allows for residents to sue
their local government if the county or municipality fails to enforce the law, an attempt to
block so-called sanctuary cities. The bill also would make it a felony to provide fake ID
cards to illegal immigrants.
 
SONOGRAM ABORTION BILL
VO :28
A controversial anti-abortion bill is now Texas law. Today, Republican Governor Rick
Perry attended a ceremonial signing of the legislation that requires doctors to perform
sonograms on pregnant women seeking abortions. He actually signed the bill into law last
week. But Governor Perry used today's ceremony to praise the efforts of the lawmakers
who pushed it through.
 
===================
 
05/25/2011
 
TEXAS HB12 LAW PROPOSAL
BRENDA CARMONA - AUSTIN, TEXAS



PKG: 2:02
This is the third day this group of activists says outside the Texas Capitol. And here it is
decided the future of the controversial law, HB-12, which would give the state police the
power to act as immigration agents and also removes sanctuary cities for illegal
immigrants. The measure passed the state house of representatives last Friday. Despite
its approval in the lower house, the group is cautiously optimistic today is that shortly
before midnight, the bill was put to a vote by the full Senate and was not approved by two-
thirds do not achieve of the vote he needed. The 12 senators joined Democrats to defeat
the measure.
 
===================
 
05/26/2011
 
ARIZONA SUPREME COURT DICTAMEN
JULIE FERRER - MIAMI, FLORIDA
PKG: 2:10
The supreme court ruled in favor of an arizona law denying that allows you to close state
license and a company which knowingly hire illegal immigrants. state law license was key
in the decision. also means that failure and other states arizona can mandatory
controversial e-verify system, investigating the immigration status of employees. three
judges dissent, including sonia sotomayor, who maintained that the mandatory e-verify to
arizona, arizona decisions taken by the federal government - the same argument and civic
groups chamber of commerce, the plaintiff.
 
SENATE EDUCATION COMISION
VO/SOT: 1:00
The white house presented today to 15 new members of an advisory committee to
achieve excellence for hispanic education as part of an initiative launched last october by
the president barack obama. among the members of this commission is earl casey,
president of chains univision. new members take possession at a ceremony this evening.
 
====================
 
05/27/2011
 
NOTHING TO REPORT
 
====================
 
05/30/2011
 
ILLINOIS FUND FOR DREAMERS



JAZMIN BELTRAN. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
PKG 2:00
Illinois lawmakers have approved a privately funded scholarship program for children of
immigrants, whether they're in the country legally or illegally. A 61-53 vote in the Illinois
House sent the measure to the governor's desk Monday. The Illinois Dream Act would
create a panel to raise private money for college scholarships. To qualify, students must
have a Social Security number or federal taxpayer number. The legislation would also let
children of immigrants join state-run college savings programs. It has no impact on a
person's immigration status. Opponents say it's improper to provide benefits that could
help people who violate immigration laws.
 
SAN FRANCISCO SANCTUARY CITY
VO :23
If the San Francisco sheriff's plan becomes reality, illegal immigrants arrested for petty
crimes won't be held in jail longer than necessary, even if federal immigration agents may
want them detained for possible deportation. Instead, starting Wednesday, deputies will
treat those eligible for release just like U.S. citizens: They will be cited to appear in court.
City officials, however, aren't so sure about Sheriff Mike Hennessey's plan. The new
policy is his attempt to comply with a city law that prevents police from aiding federal
authorities in non-felony crimes and a U.S. law that requires authorities to share
fingerprints with immigration agents.
 
ACLU LEADER BLASTS U.S. REP. LAMAR SMITH'S EFFORT TO EXPAND
GOVERNMENT'S POWER TO DETAIN PEOPLE
LUIS MEGID. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
PKG 2:16
A bill being pushed by Rep. Lamar Smith that would give the federal government greater
power to detain immigrants for much longer periods of time is not only constitutionally
suspect, but poor public policy, the American Civil Liberties Union's Ahilan Arulanantham
tells ACSblog. Arulanantham, deputy legal director of the ACLU of Southern California,
chatted with ACSblog about Smith's bill, H.R. 1932, following his appearance earlier this
week before the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration Policy and Enforcement
to present testimony on the measure.
 
====================
 
05/31/2011
 
SANCTUARY CITIES BILL FILED FOR TEXAS SESSION
VO :24
Gov. Rick Perry, a Texas House Republican is pressing for an immigration enforcement
bill that has been one of the most controversial issues before the Legislature this year.
Rep. Burt Solomons of Carrollton has filed a new version of the so-called sanctuary cities



bill. It bans police agencies from adopting policies that prohibit officers from asking
people they detain whether they are in the country legally. The bill was one of Perry's top
priorities in the regular session but it failed without a vote in the Senate. Perry, a
Republican, has not yet added it to the agenda of the 30-day special session which
began Tuesday, but said he still considers it an important issue. Perry's agenda items so
far include bills on school spending, Medicaid and congressional redistricting. He has the
power to add more. Solomons did not immediately return a telephone message
Wednesday seeking comment. None of Texas' major cities claim to be sanctuary cities,
but many police departments discourage their officers from asking about immigration
status. Democrats in the House and Senate fiercely oppose the measure and Hispanic
lawmakers say they worry police will use the law to harass Latinos. The immigration bill
will likely pass if Perry adds it to the agenda.
 
CANCER AND CELLPHONES
VO :20
Using a mobile phone may increase the risk of developing certain types of brain tumour
and consumers should consider ways of reducing their exposure, World Health
Organisation (WHO) cancer experts said on Tuesday. A working group of 31 scientists
from 14 countries meeting at the WHO's International Agency for Research on Cancer
(IARC) said a review of all the available scientific evidence suggested cell phone use
should be classified as "possibly carcinogenic". The classification, which puts mobile
phone use in the same broad IARC cancer risk category as lead, chloroform and coffee,
could spur the United Nations health body to look again at its guidelines on mobile
phones, the scientists said. But more lengthy and detailed research is needed before a
more definitive answer on any link can be given.
 
HOME PRICES
VO :28
An index of home prices in the country's major metro areas has sunk to its lowest level
since the housing bubble burst in late 2006. Prices fell from February to March in 18 of
the metro areas tracked by the Standard & Poor's/Case-Shiller 20-city index. And prices
in a dozen markets have reached their lowest points since the housing crisis began.
Prices in March rose only in the Seattle and Washington, D.C., metro areas. A record
number of foreclosures are forcing home prices down, and they are expected to keep
falling through this year. The 12 cities now at their lowest levels in nearly four years are:
Atlanta, Charlotte, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Las Vegas, Miami, Minneapolis, New
York, Phoenix, Portland, Ore., and Tampa.
 
CYBER ATTACKS
LOURDES DEL RIO. MIAMI, FLORIDA
PKG 2:13
The Pentagon has adopted a new strategy that will classify major cyber attacks as acts of
war, paving the way for possible military retaliation, the Wall Street Journal reported on



Tuesday. The newspaper said the Pentagon plans to unveil its first-ever strategy
regarding cyber warfare next month, in part as a warning to foes that may try to sabotage
the country's electricity grid, subways or pipelines.
 
======== END OF PART 2=============
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